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EDITORIAL PREFACE
This is Fifth Issue of Volume Seven of the International Journal of Computer Science and
Security (IJCSS). IJCSS is an International refereed journal for publication of current research in
computer science and computer security technologies. IJCSS publishes research papers dealing
primarily with the technological aspects of computer science in general and computer security in
particular. Publications of IJCSS are beneficial for researchers, academics, scholars, advanced
students, practitioners, and those seeking an update on current experience, state of the art
research theories and future prospects in relation to computer science in general but specific to
computer security studies. Some important topics cover by IJCSS are databases, electronic
commerce, multimedia, bioinformatics, signal processing, image processing, access control,
computer security, cryptography, communications and data security, etc.
The initial efforts helped to shape the editorial policy and to sharpen the focus of the journal.
Started with Volume 7, 2013, IJCSS appears with more focused issues. Besides normal
publications, IJCSS intend to organized special issues on more focused topics. Each special
issue will have a designated editor (editors) – either member of the editorial board or another
recognized specialist in the respective field.
This journal publishes new dissertations and state of the art research to target its readership that
not only includes researchers, industrialists and scientist but also advanced students and
practitioners. The aim of IJCSS is to publish research which is not only technically proficient, but
contains innovation or information for our international readers. In order to position IJCSS as one
of the top International journal in computer science and security, a group of highly valuable and
senior International scholars are serving its Editorial Board who ensures that each issue must
publish qualitative research articles from International research communities relevant to
Computer science and security fields.
IJCSS editors understand that how much it is important for authors and researchers to have their
work published with a minimum delay after submission of their papers. They also strongly believe
that the direct communication between the editors and authors are important for the welfare,
quality and wellbeing of the Journal and its readers. Therefore, all activities from paper
submission to paper publication are controlled through electronic systems that include electronic
submission, editorial panel and review system that ensures rapid decision with least delays in the
publication processes.
To build its international reputation, we are disseminating the publication information through
Google Books, Google Scholar, Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ), Open J Gate,
ScientificCommons, Docstoc and many more. Our International Editors are working on
establishing ISI listing and a good impact factor for IJCSS. We would like to remind you that the
success of our journal depends directly on the number of quality articles submitted for review.
Accordingly, we would like to request your participation by submitting quality manuscripts for
review and encouraging your colleagues to submit quality manuscripts for review. One of the
great benefits we can provide to our prospective authors is the mentoring nature of our review
process. IJCSS provides authors with high quality, helpful reviews that are shaped to assist
authors in improving their manuscripts.
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Abstract
Cloud computing is a type of distributed computing allowing to share many resources such as
CPU, memory, storage ...etc. The status of these resources changes from time to time due to the
dynamic adaptive ability of the cloud computing characteristics. Hence, the powerful and scalable
monitoring algorithm is needed to monitor the status of these resources throughout the time.
There are many models have been proposed for monitoring the distributed systems resources;
the push-based, the pull-based, and the push/pull model. Most of the common monitoring
systems are based on these models (e.g., Ganglia which based on push model and Nagios,
which based on pull model). According to the work in this paper, a comparative study has been
done to implement and evaluate these three models on the cloud environment. The
implementation results showed that the push-based model outperforms the other two models due
to its high scalability, stability, and efficiency.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Resource Monitoring, Virtualization, Scalability.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there is a rapid growth in the distributed computing system technologies. The main
feature of these technologies is that they can easily provide a large amount of computing power
and resources sharing [10]. Types of these systems are cluster, Grid and Cloud computing, which
are allowed to access large amounts of computing power in a fully virtualized manner, through
pool of resources and provide a single system view [7]. The main importance of these
technologies is to deliver the Information Technology (IT) resources as utility [7]. So, the Cloud
computing is a kind of new technology, and its main concept is to provide the services to the
users through “pay-as-you-go” manner [8]. Therefore, the accurate monitoring of the resources
which are consumed by the users is really importance issue because its effect on the system
performance.
On the other hand, the Cloud computing is considered more complicated due to its
heterogeneous and dynamic characteristics. Hence, the vital part of the Cloud computing system
is to monitor the characteristics and the existence of the resources, services, computations, and
other entities [1]. Therefore, the monitoring resources process is concerned with the collection of
these resources information, which can be useful to manage many problems, such as job
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scheduling, load balancing, event predicting, fault detecting, and fault recovery in the cloud
computing, because the incorrect and unreal information would affect the performance of these
problems [2]. So, a monitoring scheme that can collect and analyze the dynamic information for
ensuring the stable participation of resources is needed. This monitoring scheme needs to be
changed dynamically in real time to monitor the correct state of the information and to reflect the
characteristics of the cloud resources [2]. When the time interval of the monitoring model is very
short, the overhead of collecting information would be increased. The monitoring model, however,
cannot keep a correct state of information in dynamic environments if the interval is very long [2].
There are many models have been proposed for monitoring the distributed systems resources;
the push-based, the pull-based, and the push/pull model. Most of the common monitoring
systems are based on these models (e.g., Ganglia which based on push model and Nagios,
which based on pull model). Unfortunately, there is no any comparative study has been done to
advice the most suitable to monitor resources on the Cloud environment among these three
models. According to the work in this paper, a comparative study has been done to implement
and evaluate these three models on the cloud environment. Based on the results of this study,
the most suitable model for monitoring the resources on the Cloud environments will be chosen
as the candidate model. In the future, this candidate model might be contributed to develop a new
consistent and efficient model.
The paper organization is; the background and the related works are presented in sections 2 and
3 respectively. The comparative study among three monitoring resources algorithms based on
the Push, the Pull, and the P&P models is presented in section 4. In section 5, The Performance
Evaluation is presented. The conclusions and future work are presented in section 6.

2. BACKGROUNDS
There are some monitoring systems that are used in the large scale systems and Cloud
computing environments. These monitoring systems can be classified into systems which based
on pushing data from its point of collection and those which based on pulling data. Also, these
systems can be classified into centralized and decentralized. The most common monitoring
systems are Ganglia, and Nagios. Nagios represents a centralized system which pulls data from
each monitored component. But, Ganglia is considered more decentralized and pushes data from
its point of collection [13].
On the other hand, Ganglia is an open source distributed monitoring system, which has a simple
hierarchal architecture, and depends on a multicast-based announce protocol to monitor the
states of hosts [14] [15]. Also, Ganglia uses technologies such as XML, RRDTool (Round Robin
Database), and XDR for data representation, data storage, and data transport, respectively.
Because of Ganglia characteristics, it satisfies high performance, robustness, good scalability,
and low per-node overheads [13]. Ganglia is a popular grid monitoring system, which runs over
500 clusters around the world, and has been ported to nine different operating systems, and six
CPU architectures [15]. Therefore, Ganglia monitoring system will be used as a criterion to
differentiate among three monitoring resources models (Push, Pull, and hybrid).
Many types of Grid monitoring systems adopted the principle of Grid Monitoring Architecture
(GMA) [16]. This principle contains three main roles; Producers (Working nodes), Consumers
(Master node), and Registers. The Producers generate status information of monitored resources
in its domain. The consumers use this information to solve many problems as mentioned above.
One main purpose of the registers is to facilitate Consumers and Producers to find each other.
There are two basic models for the Consumers and the Producers interaction; the Pull-based
model and the Push-based model [2]. In the Pull model, the Consumer pulls information from the
Producers to inquire status by sending a message to a producer in order to request resources
information. In the Push model, however, the Producers push the new resources’ status to the
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consumer when any updates are occurred at a Producer, under some trigger conditions and
according to the decided policy by the cloud administrator based on the Service Level Agreement
(SLA), which is an agreement between the provider and the client. The Cloud monitoring entities
can also be modeled as Producers, Consumers, and Directory (locates producers and
consumers) [3].
In the Pull model, the resource information is required when it is needed [2]. The more nodes or
resources in cloud computing environment or any distributed environment, the greater overhead
on master node occurs due to the increasing number of requests [4]. If the pulling is implemented
depending on pull interval and this interval is small, this will cause high network consumption.
However, if the pull interval is large, this causes the loss of important updates during this large
interval. Hence, if the pull model has a high efficiency property, its consistency would be low [3].
So, a less transmission costs and a better efficiency would be obtained when the pull interval is
proper.
In the push model, resources status information is pushed by the producer to the consumer under
some trigger conditions. The Producer pushes the information of the current status of the
monitored resource, if this information is different than the previous information by a specific
value which called threshold [3]. The small threshold will cause a high transmission costs and the
transmission of unnecessary updates. The large threshold may cause the loss of an importing
updates. As the case in the threshold, the push interval time of the monitoring plays an important
role in the quality and the communication overhead of the push model. A short interval time for
pushing will increase the communication overhead of collecting information. A long interval time
may result in the loss important updates. Hence, if the push model has a high consistency, its
efficiency would be low [3]. So, a less transmission costs, a less network consumption, and a
better efficiency would be obtained from the proper push threshold and push interval time. This
keeps the consistency between the producer and the consumer.
A hybrid model, called Push-Pull (P&P), has been proposed [3]. The main features of the P&P
model are the combination of the advantages of Push-based and Pull-based models, where the
pushing deployed in the producer and the pulling deployed in the consumer and the two
procedures are run simultaneously [3]. The P&P would satisfy a better performance as a result of
its ability to switch between Push and Pull intelligently. The P&P model has been deployed to
monitor the resources in the Cloud computing environment. This is achieved by deploying Push
model on each working node and a Pull model on the master node. The two models run
simultaneously [3].
Generally, the Pull model depends basically on the interval time between pulls. This interval can
be static or dynamic by using one of forecasting methods to predicate the next pull interval. But
the push model depends either on push interval time between pushes, trigger conditions, or both.
Both models try to maximize the information precision with minimal network bandwidth
consumption. This would be achieved by choosing a proper time interval, and a proper threshold.
Although the Push, the Pull, and the P&P models are existed and implemented in the Grid and
Cluster computing systems, there is no any attempt has been introduced to compare the
performance of these models in the Cloud environment. In this paper, a comparative study has
been done to evaluate the pull, push, and hybrid models to stand on the main deference points
between these monitoring models.

3. RELATED WORKS
Foster, and et al [18] have concluded that Clouds and Grids share a lot Commonality in their
vision, e.g., architecture and technology, so most of the resource monitoring mechanisms and
platforms for Grid computing [19-23] have been customized for Cloud systems.
In an attempt to improve the Pull model and minimizing its updates, R. Sundaresan and et al [6]
have proposed a set of pull-based algorithms using historical time series of information returned
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from the different resources to estimate the time of the next information update. One of the crucial
components of these algorithms is the estimator. They show that the different estimators, such as
simple moving average and Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) perform best in
different situations depending on a specific pattern of resource usage updates. This can be
adaptively tuned to maximize freshness.
In an attempt to minimize unnecessary and useless updating massages, and maximize the
consistency between the producer and consumer. Wu-Chun Chung and Ruay-Shiung Chang [5]
have proposed GRIR (Grid Resource Information Retrieval), which is considered a new algorithm
for resource monitoring in grid computing to improve Push model. They examined a set of data
delivery protocols for resource monitoring in the push-based model, such as the OSM (OffsetSensitive Mechanism) protocol, the TSM (Time-Sensitive Mechanism) protocol, and the hybrid
ACTC (Announcing with Change and Time Consideration) protocol. This hybrid protocol is based
on a dynamically adjusted update time interval and the consideration for early update when the
change is larger than a dynamic threshold.
Han Fang-Fang, Peng Jun-Jie, Zhang Wu, and et al [8] have proposed a periodically and Eventdriven Push (PEP) monitoring algorithm. This algorithm combines the advantages of the push
and event-driven mechanism and simplifies the communication between the consumer and the
producer without missing the important updating which would be happened during the push
interval. This algorithm does not take a lot of computing resources and provide more adequate
information.
Motivated by the complementary properties of Push model and Pull model, H. Huang and L.
Wang [3] have presented a hybrid resource monitoring algorithm for Cloud computing called
“P&P”. This algorithm is considered a combination of Push and Pull Models for resource
monitoring in the Cloud Computing Environment. The P&P model inherits the advantages of Push
and Pull models. It can intelligently switch between Push and Pull models and adjust the number
of updating according to the requirements of the users. This algorithm reduces the updating rate
and maintains various levels of coherence in accordance with the users’ requirements.
The resources monitoring model should be adaptive as much as possible in order to avoid a
negative impact of monitoring activities, and then provides an accurate and efficient resource
monitoring system. There are several studies have faced such issues by tuning the amount of
monitored resources and the monitoring frequency [24-28]. For instance, Park and et al. [24] have
proposed a monitoring algorithm based on Markov Chains to analyze and predict resource states,
in order to adaptively set a suitable time interval to push monitoring information. An adaptive
measurement algorithm has been proposed, to monitor resource usage patterns, where the past
measurement history are used to update the measurement frequency dynamically [17]. This
algorithm has relatively achieved accurate patterns and reduces monitoring overhead
considerably.

4. THE COMPARATIVE STUDY IMPLEMENTATION
According to the work in this paper, a comparative study has been done among three monitoring
resources algorithms, which are based on push model, pull model, and hybrid model. These three
algorithms are Announce with Change and Time Consideration (ACTC) algorithm which based on
the push model [5], the Adaptive Polling of Grid Resource Monitors using a Slacker Coherence
algorithm which based on the pull model [6], and the Pull-Push (P&P) algorithm which based on
the hybrid of push and pull models [3].
The evaluation parameters which are considered in this comparative study are [1] [4]:
- Efficiency; communication overhead measured as the number of updates, which are
exchanged among system components, per time unit. It must be as small as possible.
- Quality; a small delay when detecting a threshold crossing.
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-

Scalability; Quality degrades and communication overhead increases linearly with
increasing the system size.
Low intrusiveness.

The implementation of the ACTC, the Adaptive Polling, and the P&P algorithms will be discussed
in details in the following sections.
4.1 The ACTC Monitoring Algorithm
The ACTC algorithm is based on push model and combined the advantages of the conditional
Announce-Absolute-Change (AAC) scheme [5] and Announce-Dynamic-Interval (ADI) scheme.
Along with the updating information based on the dynamic time interval (DTI), if the status
information change of one resource becomes larger than a dynamic threshold (d_threshold), the
change is updated immediately even if the timer has not expired. In Announce-Time-Interval
(ADI) scheme, the time interval of sending updating message to master node is adjusted based
on the moving average of time intervals between status information changes. Let T(0), T(1), …,
T(i) be the time when status of monitored resources changes. The Dynamic Time Interval (DTI) is
calculated as the following equation [5]:
…… (1)
Where, NC is the number of changes, which is initialized by 0.
In the conditional Announce-Absolute-Change (AAC) scheme, the status information change is
announced to the master node only when the change between the current and previous value is
greater than a dynamic threshold (d_threshold), which is initialized to zero and is dynamically
calculated as the following equation [5]:
………… (2)
Where, NA is the number of announcements (updates) and AVCi = |Ai – Ai-1|, where A0, A1… Aj
represents the successive updates to the master node. Let d_threshold = 0, and A0=C0, where
C0, C1… Ci are the values of the monitored resource when status change occurs.
The ACTC algorithm is composed of the combination between the AAC, and the ADI algorithms
to become one algorithm. The pseudo code of this algorithm is depicted in Figure (1).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

ACTC_model(){
define list of successful_updates //to be used in calculating the d_threshold
while(true)
//--push based on dynamic threshold-----if (change_degree > d_threshold )
Update successful_updates list
d_threshold  get_Dynamic_Threshold(successful_updates);
DTI  get_Dynamic_Interval(successful_updates);
timer  DTI;
push current update to master node
//--push based on Dynamic time interval-else if (is timer terminated?)
if (change_degree > MINThreshold )
Update successful_updates list
d_threshold  get_Dynamic_Threshold(successful_updates);
DTI  get_Dynamic_Interval(successful_updates);
timer  DTI;
push current update to master node
//end loop
}// end ACTC algorithm

FIGURE 1: The pseudo code of the ACTC Algorithm which is based on the push monitoring model and is
composed of AAC and ADI algorithms.
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According to The ACTC pseudo code, the ACTC algorithm runs as a probe at each Producer.
This algorithm monitors resources according to changes of status of the monitored resources
comparing with the previous statuses. The Producer will push an update to the Consumer, when
the timer terminated (line 12). This timer has been calculated, based on equation (1), from the
previous intervals of successive updates (lines 8, 16). Also, The Producer will push update, when
status information change became greater than d_threshold value (line 5), which is calculated
according to equation (2) as in lines (7, 15).
4.2 The Adaptive Polling Algorithm
The Adaptive polling algorithm, which has been explored by R. Sundaresan and et al [[4], is
based on the pull model. In this algorithm, the consumer polls the probe of Producer i after a time
interval ti. When the value of the received update from Producer i (status information) is greater
than the previous one with a significant amount, the master node will decrease the polling interval
to become ti*(1 – d), where d is the damping factor, beside a minimum limit to avoid extreme
situation. But, if there isn’t any significant change, the consumer will increase this interval to
become ti*(1 + d), beside a maximum limit to the polling interval. The pseudo code of this
algorithm is depicted in Figure (2).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

adaptivePolling() {
while (true)
if (is Poll_interval terminated ?)
current_value  Send poll message to Producer i
if ( |current_value - previous_value | > change_degree)
Poll_interval Poll_interval * (1 - d)
else if ( |current_value - previous_value | < change_degree)
Poll_interval Poll_interval * (1 + d)
// end while loop

10.

} // end adaptive Polling algorithm

FIGURE 2: The pseudo code of the Adaptive Polling Algorithm which is based on the pull monitoring model,
depending on the damping factor d.

At the termination of the poll interval time of Producer i (line 3); the Consumer will send a poll
message to this Producer (line 4). change_degree is used to decide if the change in the status is
significant or not (lines 5, 7) where change_degree is set based on the user requirements.
4.3 The Push-Pull Model (P&P) Algorithm
To inherit the complementary properties and the advantages of the Pull and Push models, H.
Huang and L. Wang [3] have proposed the P&P algorithm, which is considered an amalgamation
of Pull and Push models. The P&P model switches between the two models and adjust the
number of updating according to the users requirements. The switching between the Pull and the
Push models is based on the comparing of the change degree in status information of the
monitored resources with the users’ requirements as defined in the following equation:

Where, change_degree describes the change between the current status of Producer i, which is
defined as Pi and the last Status information that the consumer received, which is defined as Ci.
MAX and MIN represents the maximal and minimal possible value of the status.
1

This hybrid model depends basically on the user requirements, which is defined as UTD . The
P&P algorithm has three possible cases based on the value of UTD [3]:
1- Dominating push-based when UTD is relatively small,
2- Dominating pull-based when UTD is relatively large, and
1

The requirements of users are expressed by the concept of User Tolerant Degree (UTD)
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3- None dominating when UTD is relatively moderate.
The P&P algorithm consists of P&P-Push algorithm and P&P-Pull algorithm. The pseudo code of
the P&P-Push and P&P-Pull algorithms are depicted in Figures (3, 4) respectively. The
P&P_Push algorithm runs at the Producer and the P&P-Pull algorithm runs at the Consumer
2
concurrently in a mutually exclusive manner . The two algorithms will be switched between Push
and Pull according to UTD value and status information changes of monitored resources.
When UTD approaches 1, the Pull operation dominates. Therefore, when UTD equals to 0, all
Pull operations are forbidden, and the P&P algorithm becomes pure Push model. Similarly, When
UTD approaches 0, the Push operation dominates. Therefore, when UTD equals to 1, all Push
operations are forbidden, and P&P model become pure Pull model [3]. Hence when UTD is
relatively moderate, none of Push and Pull dominates. This situation is just in the middle of the
above two cases, and both Push and Pull methods act frequently.
1. P&P_Push(){
2. while(true)
3.
set Pull operation identifier isPulled  false
4.
waiting for the termination of the Push_interval
5.
if isPulled equals to true during Push_interval
6.
push current update to master node
7.
else if( | current_value - previous_value | / (MAX - MIN) ≥ UTD )
8.
isPushed  false
9.
push current update to master node
10. //end while
11. } //--end P&P_Push algorithm----

FIGURE 3: The pseudo code of P&P_Push Algorithm which runs at the Producer part.
1.
P&P_Pull() {
2.
while (true)
3.
foreach producer in master_domain
4.
Set Push operation identifier isPushed  false
5.
waiting for Pull_interval
6.
If isPushed equals to true during Pull_interval
7.
update current status information (current_value)
8.
else
9.
isPulled  true
11.
current_value  Send poll message to Producer i
10.
change_degree|current_value - previous_value|/(MAX - MIN)
11.
if (change_degree ≤ UTD)
12.
Pull_interval Pull_interval + increased_Pull_interval
13.
else
14.
Pull_interval  Pull_interval - decreased_Pull_interval
15.
if (Pull_interval > PULL_INTERVAL_MAX)
16.
Pull_interval  PULL_INTERVAL_MAX
17.
if(Pull_interval < PULL_INTERVAL_MIN)
18.
Pull_interval  PULL_INTERVAL_MIN
19.
previous_value  current_value
20. //end while
}// end P&P_Pull operation

FIGURE 4: The pseudo code of P&P_Pull Algorithm which runs at the Consumer part.

5. THE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The implementation of the Announce with Change and Time Consideration (ACTC), the Adaptive
Polling of Grid Resource Monitors using a Slacker Coherence, and the Pull-Push (P&P)
algorithms is introduced.

2

If Pull occurs, push was abandoned in the same period, and vice versa. This is achieved by setting
isPushed and isPulled identifiers to be mutual exclusive.
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5.1 The Implementation Environment
In our experimental environment, two PCs are used to build a private cloud computing
experimental platform, which include PC as master node (the Consumer Pc) and PC as working
node (the producer PC). The Consumer and the Producer PCs are connected together using
10/100Mbps Desktop Switch. The two PCs are installed on Linux operating systems by using
Ubuntu 11.10 with Linux kernel 3.0 and open source opennebula3 [11], which is used as a cloud
computing platform. The Consumer PC is equipped with a Genuine Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo CPU
2.0 GHz with 2.0 GB memory, and the Producer PC is equipped with a Genuine Intel(R)
Core(TM) Duo CPU 1.83 GHz with 1.0 GB memory. The monitoring programs for these
algorithms are written by using C/C++ language. Also, the multithreading programming and
socket programming with C/C++ language are used. There are many resource parameters, which
can be used to measure resource status, such as CPU, physical memory, virtual memory, disk
space and network equipment data. These parameters can be obtained from the "/ proc" file in
the system documents [9]. To simplify the experiments, only one of these resource parameters,
i.e. the CPU load percentage, is used to evaluate the performance of the three monitoring
algorithms. To evaluate the performance metrics of these monitoring algorithms, the data is
gathered through two hours. This data has been used as a constant input to the monitoring
algorithms. The gathered data patterns about CPU usage through two hours are shown in Figure
(5).
On the other hand, high accuracy and low intrusiveness are considered important metrics for
distributed monitoring systems [1]. Also, efficiency, quality, scalability, and robustness are
considered the main goals of any resource monitoring protocol which should be achieved at any
large distributed system [4]. So, the Implementation results of the three monitoring algorithms will
be analyzed and evaluated based on these parameters.

FIGURE 5: the actual usage percentage of the CPU measurements which is gathered for about two hours.

5.2 Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the performance the three monitoring algorithms, two metrics are used. The First
metric has been used to evaluate the accuracy caused by each algorithm. This metric called
Standard Deviation (SD). The value of this metric has been calculated by using the following
equation:

3

OpenNebula.org is an open-source project developing the industry standard solution for building and
managing virtualized enterprise data centers and IaaS clouds.
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Where A1, A2, …, AN and G1, G2, …, GN are the points on the graph of the actual measurements
and the graph of the Generated measurements respectively. Note that when the generated graph
exactly matches the actual graph, SD is zero. The second metric has been used to evaluate the
communication overhead caused by each algorithm. This metric called Overhead. The value of
this metric has been measured by using the following equation:
Overhead = no. of updates to Consumer + no. of poll messages from Consumer … (5).
In the case of pure push algorithms, number of the poll messages equal to zero.
5.3 The Experimental Results
Three groups of experiments have conducted in our environment. The first experiment has been
done to compare accuracy, consistency, and the communication overhead of the three monitoring
algorithms. This group of experiments has been simulated by using a standard input file, which
contains 7210 actual CPU measurements which have been collected every second from the PC
which was subjected to a mixture of workload during two hours). The actual and the generated
measurements of the monitoring algorithm have been used for calculating SD metric as shown in
equation (4).
To avoid runaway events in extreme situations, the upper and lower limit factors of the three
monitoring algorithms have been defined [3]. These factors are push/pull intervals, and the
threshold (change degree between the current value and its previous). Three seconds has been
set as a minimum push/pull interval, 12 seconds as a maximum push/pull interval, 10% as a
minimum threshold, and 40% as a maximum threshold. Also, a damping factor of 25% is used in
the case of the adaptive polling algorithm and 10% as a moderate change degree for UTD factor
in the P&P algorithm.
The second group of experiments has been done for comparing the accuracy, the consistency,
and the communication overhead of the three monitoring algorithms to Ganglia monitoring system
as a criterion. To conduct this group of experiments, both gmond and gmetad have been run on
the Producer PC to monitor the resources of this PC and the Consumer PC to obtain data from
the gmond, respectively. The Producer PC hosted a simple LAMP server and ran Wordpress
which was subject to a minor load (for about 50 minutes; read every 5 seconds) using the Apache
JMeter load testing tool. The other three algorithms (ACTC, Adaptive polling, and P&P algorithm)
ran as mentioned before on the two PCs in the same time of running the gmond on the Producer
PC.
gmond and the three algorithms ran under the same circumstances. Thirty seconds has been set
as a maximum push/pull interval, 1% as a minimum threshold, and 40% as a maximum threshold.
Also, a damping factor of 25% is used in the case of the adaptive polling algorithm and 1% as a
moderate change degree for UTD factor in the P&P algorithm.
The third group of experiments has been conducted to evaluate the effect of increasing the
number of the Producers (physical/virtual machines) on the accuracy degradation degree, and
the communication overhead degree of the three algorithms. This effect has been evaluated
using small number of Producers (e.g., Two PCs with four Producers, and two virtual machines
4
(VM ), opennebula command line interface has needed to create VMs, delete VMs… etc [12])
and large number of the Producers (e.g., Two PCs with 300 Producers). Also, 1 sec is used as
updating period for the sensor of the producer PC. This sensor has continued to work about two
hours with 7,210 times of updating totally.
5.3.1 The Quality and the Efficiency Results
The factors that have a great effect on the quality and the communication overhead of the
concerned monitoring algorithms have been examined in the first group of the experiments. The
4

VM with 1 GHz CPU and 256M memory.
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implementation results of the first group of experiments for each algorithm will be discussed in
details in the following sections.
5.3.1.1 The ACTC Implementation Results
The quality and the communication overhead of the ACTC algorithm have been affected by
changing the minimum threshold. The minimum threshold causes the trade-off between the
quality and the communication overhead. As shown in Figures (6), the increasing of minimum
threshold degrades the quality, which has been represented by SD, sublinearly while the
communication overhead has been decreased.

FIGURE 6: The effect of Min threshold on (a) the Quality, which is represented by SD, and on (b) the
Communication Overhead of ACTC algorithm.

5.3.1.2 The P&P Implementation Results
The quality and the communication overhead of the P&P algorithm have been affected by the
value of the UTD. As shown in Figures (7), the increasing of the UTD degrades the quality
0.46
logarithmically but decreases the communication overhead (overhead ≈ 7210 / UTD ).

FIGURE 7: The effect of UTD on (a) the Quality, which is represented by SD, and on (b) the Communication
Overhead of P&P algorithm.

5.3.1.3 The Adaptive Polling Implementation Results
The quality of the adaptive polling algorithm hasn’t been affected by the value of the
change_degree as shown in Figure 8(a). On the other hand, changing the value of the
change_degree causes a great effect on the communication overhead at beginning and followed
by a constant performance as shown in Figure 8(b).
The damping factor (d) has a constant effect on the quality and the communication overhead
caused by this algorithm (see Figure (9)). But, the maximum pulling time interval has a
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logarithmical effect on the quality as shown in Figure 10(a), and a power effect on the
communication overhead as shown in Figure 10(b).

FIGURE 8: The effect of Change_degree on (a) the Quality, which is represented by SD, and on (b) the
Communication Overhead of the adaptive polling algorithm.

FIGURE 9: The effect of the damping factor “d” on (a) the Quality, which is represented by SD, and on (b)
the Communication Overhead of the adaptive polling algorithm.

FIGURE 10: The effect of increasing the Max Time Interval on (a) the Quality, which is represented by SD,
and on (b) the Communication Overhead of the adaptive polling algorithm.

According to the implementation results, it is found that for each monitoring algorithm, a specific
factor would affect its quality and efficiency according to the monitoring way. Generally, the
implementation results indicate the following:
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•

The constant value of the Maximum Pulling Time Interval and the change degree
between the current and the previous monitored values have the main effect on the
Quality and the Efficiency of the Adaptive Polling algorithm, because the Adaptive Polling
has relied on the pulling time interval that changes increasingly or decreasingly based on
the value of the change degree.

•

The constant value of the UTD has the greatest effect on the Quality and the
Communication Overhead of the P&P algorithm. This effect is due to both the P&P-Push
and P&P-Pull sections based on the UTD.

•

The Quality and the Efficiency of the ACTC algorithm has been affected by the constant
value of the Minimum Threshold.

5.3.1.4 Monitoring Algorithms Evaluation
Two groups of experiments have been conducted to evaluate the accuracy and the efficiency of
these three algorithms. One of these groups has been conducted for comparing three algorithms
together using data set for two hours. Another group has been conducted by using Ganglia
monitoring system as a differential criterion.
As shown in Figure 11(a), after comparing three monitoring algorithms together, all the three
algorithms have a good quality, where their SD ranges from 4% for P&P to 10% for ACTC. This
means that the P&P algorithm has the best quality followed by the Adaptive Polling with 8% and
then the ACTC. The P&P algorithm has the highest quality, because it sends a large number of
updates to the Master node. But, the more updates are sent, the more communication overhead
is caused. So, the P&P has high communication overhead than the ACTC algorithm (see Figure
11(b)). Hence, the ACTC has a good quality, and the best efficiency.

FIGURE 11: Comparison of the three monitoring algorithms under the same circumstances in terms of (a)
the Quality, which is represented by SD, and (b) the Communication Overhead.

As shown in Figure 12(a), after comparing three monitoring algorithms together using Ganglia as
a differential criterion, the two algorithms (P&P and ACTC) have a good accuracy compared to
ganglia, where their SD is less than 10%. But, the Adaptive Polling algorithm achieved the worst
accuracy, where its SD is more than 15%. The P&P algorithm achieves a good quality, because it
sends a large number of updates to the Master node. But, the more updates are sent, the more
communication overhead is caused. So, the P&P has high communication overhead than the
ACTC algorithm (see Figure 12(b)). Hence, the ACTC algorithm has a good quality and a good
efficiency compared to ganglia and the other two algorithms (P&P and Adaptive Polling).
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FIGURE 12: The performance evaluation of the three monitoring algorithms using Ganglia as a differential
criterion in terms of (a) the Quality, which is represented by SD, and (b) the Communication Overhead.

5.3.2 The Scalability Experimental Results
The third group of the experiments has been conducted to detect the relation between increasing
the number of the Producers and the quality degradation degree of three monitoring algorithms.
The first experiment of this group has been conducted in the small environment by running 1, 2,
3, and 4 Producer processes on one VM, two VMs, one PC and two VMs, and two PCs and two
VMs respectively. According to the results of this experiment, the communication overhead of
three algorithms has increased linearly by increasing the number of the Producer processes as
shown in Figure 13(a). Hence, the three algorithms are scalable algorithms with the small
environments.
The third experiment of this group has been conducted in the large environment by running 1, 50,
100, 300 Producer processes respectively on the Producer PC. According to the results of this
experiment, only the communication overhead of the ACTC algorithm has increased linearly by
increasing the number of the Producer processes. As shown in Figure 13(b), comparing with the
other two algorithms, the ACTC is the most scalable algorithm beside the stability of its quality
and accuracy. As shown in Figure 13(b), comparing with the other two algorithms, the ACTC is
the most scalable algorithm beside the stability of its quality and accuracy with any environment
(the small and the large environments).

FIGURE 13: The scalability of the three monitoring algorithms under the same circumstances in (a) A Small
environment and in (b) A large environment, which had a large number of Producers up to 300 Producers.

According to the evaluation results, the effect of increasing the number of the Producers’ updates
(total received updates by the Master node) is depicted by the following; the Adaptive polling and
P&P algorithms have an excellent degree of quality with the small numbers of the Producers. But,
this quality would be degraded with the large number of Producers, because the two algorithms
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depend on pulling the status information from the Producer. In the pull, two messages are sent;
one message from Master to Producer and one from Producer to master. So, with the large
number of Producers, the network consumption will increase and the load on the Master will also
increase. Hence, the total number of missed updates will increase. But in the case of the ACTC
algorithm, the algorithm depends only on the push model, which sends the important updates
only. The Master node receives updates from the Producers without sending anything to them.
So the increasing the number of Producers won’t have a considerable effect on the load on the
Master node and this will decrease the communication overhead. Hence, the quality remains
stable.
According to the results of the first and the third group of the experiments, we can conclude the
following:
The most important characteristics of the ACTC algorithm are:
• The lack of intrusiveness; due to the lack of the pull operations,
• The high efficiency; due to the communication overhead increases sub-linearly with
increasing the resources to be monitored, while the quality and the accuracy stay
stable,
• The high scalability degree, and robustness; as, the ACTC algorithm continues to
work after adding or removing any Producer without failure.
The most important characteristics of the P&P and Adaptive Polling algorithms comparing to the
ACTC algorithm are:
• The intrusiveness; the P&P algorithm has a non-negligible degree of the
intrusiveness. But, the intrusiveness dominated in the case of the Adaptive Polling
algorithm.
• The low efficiency; due to the communication overhead and the network bandwidth
consumption increases nonlinearly with increasing the system size,
• The instable quality; with the large numbers of the resources.
• Scalable only with the small environments, and robustness; as the P&P algorithm
continues to work after adding or removing any Producer without failure.
According to the experiments results, it is found that the ACTC algorithm achieves the main goals
which should be achieved by any monitoring algorithm used for monitoring the resources in the
large distributed systems as mentioned in [4].

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A comparative study has conducted to decide which of the three monitoring algorithms (ACTC,
Adaptive polling, and P&P algorithm) are the most suitable for the cloud computing and the large
distributed systems. The results show that the ACTC algorithm is the most suitable one, where it
achieves a good quality and efficiency degree compared to Ganglia monitoring system, and a
small communication overhead degree. Also, the ACTC algorithm is a scalable monitoring
algorithm due to the communication overhead increases sub-linearly while the quality doesn’t
change with increasing the system size. Also, we can conclude that the monitoring algorithms
that play good with the large distributed systems are the ones that based on the pure push model.
But, the monitoring algorithms, which based on the pull model, consume the bandwidth of the
network and increase the load on the Master node.
In the future work, the effect of increasing the history size of the updating series on the quality
degree of the ACTC algorithm and the network bandwidth consumption will be studied. Also,
introducing the Markov Chain model (MCM) as a predictor to improve the ACTC algorithm.
Finally, we plan to conduct these experiments in a large scale Cloud computing environment.
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